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Abstract:
Epigenetic dysregulation is present in both myeloid and lymphoid disorders, with important
differences reported between myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS)/acute myeloid leukemia
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(AML), on one hand, and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), on the other. Qualitative
differences are reported in MDS/AML with gene fusions (e.g. TET1/LCX) and somatic
mutations in epigenetic regulators (e.g. DNMT3A, TET2, IDH1/2), while differences in CLL are
predominantly quantitative (e.g. DNMT3A, TET2). Indeed, and as supported by studies in
animal models, a defective DNA methylation/demethylation process represents a
competitive advantage to the myeloid lineage and an early event in MDS/AML, while in the
case of CLL, epigenetic events appear later and are associated with disease progression.
Finally, in both MDS/AML and CLL, the focal or global DNA methylation/demethylation
process is altered and contributes to disease progression and activity. In conclusion, a better
understanding of the epigenetic regulators involved in myeloid/lymphoid differentiation,
their localization and the co-recruitment of other proteins at specific DNA target sites, could
offer us the possibility to modulate hematopoiesis, and control disease initiation and/or
progression.
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1. Introduction
Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) comprise a diverse group of clonal and malignant myeloid
disorders characterized by ineffective hematopoiesis, peripheral cytopenias, and an increased risk
of progression to acute myeloid leukemia (AML), either gradually or rapidly [1]. AML is the most
frequently occurring acute leukemia in adults, with malignant transformation occurring in
primitive hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, leading to increased proliferation and impaired
differentiation [2, 3]. A wide heterogeneity of genetic mutations has been identified in both MDS
and AML, the most frequent involving epigenetic processes, including the control of DNA
methylation, RNA splicing, histone modifications, transcription factor function, DNA repair, and
kinase signaling.
Another hematologic pathology presenting important epigenetic modifications, is chronic
lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), which is the most common type of leukemia, with a median age at
diagnosis ranging from 67 to 72 years [4, 5]. CLL is characterized by the clonal proliferation and
accumulation of mature, long-lived CD5+ B cells in peripheral blood, bone marrow, lymph nodes
and secondary lymphoid organs [6]. Several hypotheses have been formulated regarding the cell
of origin for CLL B cells. Initially, based on the subdivision of CLL patients into two main subgroups
according to their immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region (IGHV) mutational status, it was
suspected that CLL cells were derived either from naïve B cells, in the case of the IGHV unmutated
(UM) CLL B cells, or from memory B cells, in the case of mutated (M) CLL B cells. Subsequently, this
dichotomy lost support with the development of gene expression microarray analysis, which is
considered to be the gold standard technique for classifying the different lymphoid malignancies
based on their cell of origin. Indeed, according to Klein et al. and validated since, transcriptome
analysis revealed only a small number of differences between IGHV-UM and IGHV-M CLL B cells,
supporting the possibility that both subsets are related to memory B cells [7]. A recent study has
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confirmed these findings by integrating DNA methylation data and comparing normal B cell
subsets to malignant B cells from 268 patients with CLL. This analysis showed that CLLs are derived
largely from a continuum of memory B cell maturation states ranging from low- to high-maturity
[8] In addition, such analysis verified the observation that the CLL methylation status resembles
the that of memory B cells, accounting for 70%–100% of the programming for high-maturity
memory B cells. However, the debate is not closed regarding the origin of CLL cells, and there is
mounting evidence supporting the occurrence of the primary oncogenic event not at the memory
B cell stage, but earlier in the HSC counterpart, and that the leukemogenic transformation is a
step-wise process involving the accumulation of oncogenic events during B cell differentiation to
the memory B cell stage [9]. In MDS/AML, somatic mutations are presented in epigenetic
regulators. In contrast, in CLL, epigenetic modifications are not qualitative, but mainly quantitative
and affect the expression of epigenetic sensitive genes, such as CD5 and CD20, with differences
reported during CLL disease progression [10-12]. Such a dichotomy may explain the absence of the
simultaneous occurrence of CLL and MDS/AML, except in CLL patients receiving chemotherapeutic
and mutagenic agents.
Accordingly, the aim of this review is to discuss the parallels between MDS/AML and CLL,
diseases that represent two different mechanisms by which the epigenetic landscape is modified:
by somatic mutations (qualitative) in MDS/AML, and at the expression level (quantitative) in CLL.
Concerning MDS/AML, epigenetic dysregulation is an early event, conferring a competitive
advantage on the myeloid lineage and leading to self-renewal. On the other hand, in CLL, there is a
step-wise process in which methylation dysregulation represents a secondary event and
contributes to disease progression.
2. DNA Methylation and Demethylation
DNA methylation occurs predominantly at position 5 of the cytosine and represents the most
studied epigenetic marker. Research on this cytosine methylation in cancer began in the 1970s
when analysis of tumors revealed significant aberrations in 5-methylcytosine (5-mCyt).
Furthermore, in 2009, rapid breakthroughs came with the characterization of an active DNA
demethylation enzymatic process that starts with the conversion of 5-mCyt to 5-hydroxy(h)mCyt
(Figure 1) [13, 14].
Currently, due to important advances in DNA methylation analysis technologies, whole-genome
scale methylation maps are available for several human cell types and show that the methylation
is mainly restricted to cytosine-phospho-guanosine (CpG) sites. The human genome contains
approximately 29 million CpG sites, 60% to 80% of which are generally methylated and with
important differences among cell types [15]. Compartment-specific analysis of the methylome
showed that DNA methylation has an important role in maintaining the latent transcriptional
repression of pericentromeric repeats and transposable repetitive elements [16-19]. This is
essential for genomic stability and normal mitosis, by controlling chromosome alignment,
segregation and integrity. The human genome is globally methylated with the exception of a small
fraction (1%–2%) of the total genome which possesses CpG rich spots, referred to as CpG islands.
These regions are predominantly located in transcriptionally active gene areas and are usually
close to the first exon of a gene. The asymmetric distribution of DNA methylation between cell
types has been shown to have functional implications in the epigenetic guidance of development,
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cellular differentiation and more recently, in nuclear organization; however, our understanding of
this distribution and its effects is still incomplete [20-23]. Approximately 70% of gene promoters
overlap with CpG islands and it is generally accepted that the state of CpG methylation in these
DNA regions, regulates gene expression through modification of chromatin structure and
accessibility to the transcription machinery [24, 25]. The methylation process is catalyzed by the
DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes, including DNMT1, DNMT3A, and DNMT3B, with the help
of accessory proteins, such as DNMT3L and UHRF1.

Figure 1 Pathways of cytosine methylation and demethylation mediated by DNA
methyltransferase (DNMT) and ten-eleven translocation (TET) proteins.
(Note: In MDS/AML, the main DNA methylation/demethylation regulators are DNMT1
(overexpressed), DNMT3A and TET2, presenting loss of function due to mutations, and
IDH1/2 that repress TET2 through α-KG inhibition when mutated. In CLL, DNMT3A and
TET2 expression is altered during disease progression. Cyt: cytosine; 5-mCyt: 5methylcytosine; 5-hmCyt: 5-hydroxymethylcytosine; α-KG: α-ketoglutarate; 2-HG: 2hydroxy-glutarate; IDH1/2: isocitrate dehydrogenase. MDS: myelodysplastic syndrome;
AML: acute myeloid leukemia; CLL: chronic lymphocytic leukemia.)
DNMTs catalyze the transfer of a methyl group from the methyl donor S-adenosyl-L-methionine
(SAM), to position 5 of cytosine residues in DNA [26]. SAM, in turn, is consumed by increased
activation of the polyamine synthesis and recycling pathways [27]. The first DNMT to be purified
was shown to have a preferential affinity for hemi-methylated DNA substrates, and therefore is
considered responsible for maintaining the methylation pattern during DNA replication [28]. The
gene encoding this enzyme was subsequently cloned and sequenced by the same group and
named DNMT1 [29].
The observation that DNA methylation is not completely lost after DNMT1 inactivation
suggested that cells must contain a de novo methylation activity. Later, Li and colleagues identified
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and cloned two novel methyltransferases [30]. These genes are expressed as two proteins,
DNMT3A and DNMT3B, with similar structure and domain organization. These enzymes do not
differentiate between hemi-methylated and unmethylated CpG sites and are responsible for de
novo DNA methylation, in association with DNMT3L, which has a regulatory function and no
methylation capacity per se [31].
Regarding the active DNA demethylation process, 5-hmCyt was identified shortly after the
discovery of 5-mCyt [32]. After this discovery, no remarkable research was published on the
subject, until the ten-eleven translocation (TET)1 protein was discovered and shown to be capable
of erasing methylation marks via oxidation to 5-hmCyt [14]. By definition, active DNA
demethylation refers to the enzymatic process by which 5-mCyt and demethylation intermediates
are replaced by an unmodified cytosine in a replication-independent manner [33]. In contrast, the
failure to maintain DNA methylation marks across cell divisions, resulting in the dilution of 5-mCyt
during replication, is referred to as passive DNA demethylation. TET1 belongs to a family of
enzymes which also includes TET2 and TET3 and catalyze the successive transformation of 5-mCyt
to 5-hmCyt, 5-formylcytosine (5-fCyt) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5-CaCyt) in a Fe(II)- and 2oxoglutarate-dependent manner [34, 35].
Methylation genome mapping provided important insights into the role of 5-mCyt. Similarly,
genome mapping of the demethylation process intermediates, and in particular 5-hmCyt, have
been shown to be associated with important epigenetic regulatory functions. Indeed, 5-hmCyt
content is highly variable in normal human tissues and higher levels of 5-hmCyt content are found
in areas of transcriptional control, including promoters, transcription factor binding sites and gene
bodies [36]. However, as highlighted in a recently published study, the relationship between 5hmCyt peaks and gene transcription is complex, which raises important questions and challenges
based on some of the data provided so far by DNA methylome analysis using microarrays or the
reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) techniques [37]. In this study, Zhang et al.
demonstrated that the 5-mCyt distribution is only poorly correlated with gene expression,
whereas the 5-hmCyt displays a “bi-modal” pattern in HSC with a high 5-hmCyt distribution in the
promoter and gene body associated with highly expressed genes, while high 5-hmCyt levels in the
transcription start sites (TSS) reveal lower relative gene expression [37]. The positive association
between high 5-hmCyt content in the gene bodies with gene expression in embryonic HSC was
also demonstrated in a study by Huang et al. which, additionally, demonstrated a correlation with
TET2 activity [38].
Another interesting observation concerning the mechanisms by which the fragile balance
between methylation and hydroxymethylation is adjusted is that DNMT3A and TET1 function in a
complementary and competitive manner, as demonstrated by Gu et al [39]. This study showed
that normal epigenetic landscapes and gene expression are maintained by TET1, which limits DNA
methylation partially by protecting the cytosine target from DNMT3A and establishing boundaries
for DNA methylation.
Methylation and demethylation enzymes have also been shown to contribute to the
adjustment of the epigenetic landscape and transcriptional regulation in an enzyme-independent
manner, by simply recruiting other enzymes and co-factors. For example, there is a direct
interaction of TET2 and TET3 with O‐GlcNAc transferase (OGT) [40]. TET2/3–OGT co‐localizes on
chromatin at active promoters enriched for H3K4me3 and reduction of either TET2/3 or OGT
activity results in a direct decrease in H3K4me3 and concomitantly decreased transcription.
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Independent of its catalytic activity, TET1 also has a role in transcriptional repression through its
interaction with the SIN3A complex [41]. These interactions complicate the interpretation of the
link between the localization on the genome of methylation/hydroxymethylation enzymes,
methylated/ hydroxymethylated CpGs and transcriptional regulation.
3. Knowledge Gained from Mouse Models: The Link between DNA Methylation, Myeloid or the
Lymphoid Lineage Commitment, Self-Renewal and Differentiation
The hematopoietic system and its hierarchical cascade of differentiation provides
comprehensive information on the DNA methylation/demethylation process during differentiation
(Figure 2). Indeed, important DNA methylation/demethylation maps have been shown to reflect
cell types and differentiation stages [42].

Figure 2 The link between DNA methylation, myeloid or the lymphoid lineage
commitment, self-renewal and differentiation – knowledge gained from mouse models.
(Note: Lymphoid/myeloid differentiation in the bone marrow compartment is tightly
regulated at the epigenetic level, with an observed increase in DNA methylation levels
following lymphoid commitment, predominating at myeloid transcription factor
binding sites, and a decrease as myeloid differentiation progresses.
DNMT1 inhibition in hematopoietic progenitors skews progenitors toward the myeloid
state, causing enhanced cell cycling of myeloid progenitor cells and reduced lymphoid
differentiation potential. Homozygous DNMT3A and DNMT3B deficiency at the
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) stage of differentiation generates global DNA
demethylation associated with HSC multipotency, self-renewal gene upregulation and
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downregulation of differentiation factors, which results in a severe block in
myeloid/lymphoid differentiation and enhanced HSC self-renewal. Heterozygous
Dnmt3a null (Dnmt3a+/–) mice develop myeloid skewing over time and myeloid
malignancies after a long latent period.
TET1-deficient mice develop a lymphoproliferative disease at an advanced age
(approximately 2 years), with a mature germinal center B cell phenotype. TET2deficient mice present an altered cell differentiation with skewing toward
monocytic/granulocytic lineages observed and development of chronic
myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML), myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) and acute
myeloid leukemia (AML). The B cell-specific TET2-knockout, on the other hand, leads to
abnormalities in the B1 cell subset and a development of B cell malignancies. The
combined loss of TET1/TET2 in HSC generates the development of lethal B cell
neoplasms whereas the dual loss of TET2/TET3 results in aggressive myeloid leukemia,
with an almost complete loss of 5-hmCyt.
IDH1-R132H knock-in mice shared similar phenotypes with the Tet2-knockout mice,
including global 5-hmCyt reduction, altered DNA methylation, impaired hematopoietic
differentiation, myeloid skewing and the development of myeloid disorders. IDH2R140Q transgenic mice showed normal HSC numbers and lineage differentiation, but
exhibited increased extramedullary hematopoiesis and, when combined with
HoxA9/Meis1 or FLT3 mutations in hematopoietic cells, produced acute myeloid
leukemia.)
Lymphoid/myeloid differentiation in the bone marrow compartment is tightly regulated at the
epigenetic level, with an observed increase in DNA methylation levels following lymphoid
commitment, and a decrease as myeloid differentiation progresses [43]. DNA methylation
mapping at the CpG level in the primitive hematopoietic compartment has revealed a progressive
and specific methylation accumulation during lymphoid differentiation that predominates at
myeloid transcription factor binding sites [42]. This suggests that DNA methylation is important for
cell fate determination and the balanced commitment to the myeloid or the lymphoid lineages.
Multiple transgenic mouse models have been established to study the role of epigenetics in the
hematopoietic lymphoid/myeloid differentiation process. The fact that DNA methylation profiling
of murine hematopoietic progenitors involves more global methylation enrichment during early
lymphopoiesis than during myelopoiesis could explain why DNMT1 inhibition skews progenitors
toward the myeloid state [43]. In other words, these data suggest that DNMT1 differentially
controls the myeloid and lymphoid lineages, causing enhanced cell cycling of myeloid progenitor
cells and reduced lymphoid differentiation potential [43].
Next, to determine whether constitutive methylation is continuously required throughout
lymphoid differentiation, DNMT1 was also inhibited in lymphoid progenitors. In contrast to the
previous mouse model, normal numbers and undisturbed homeostasis of B lymphoid cells were
detected. Therefore, once the B cell program is established, a lower sustained constitutive DNA
methylation is sufficient to maintain B cell identity and maturation [43].
Although it has been clearly shown that lymphoid commitment of the HSC is protected by
DNMT1 and involves a global increase in DNA methylation, the roles of DNMT3A and DNMT3B at
this early stage of B cell differentiation are less clear. DNMT3A-null HSCs exhibit global DNA
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demethylation but show both increased and decreased DNA methylation at different loci [44].
These modifications are associated with upregulation of HSC multipotency and self-renewal genes
as well as downregulation of differentiation factors. Serial transplantation of DNMT3A-null HSC
progressively impairs HSC differentiation [44]. Conditional loss of DNMT3B in HSC, another de
novo methyltransferase, results in minimal phenotypic effects; however, combined loss of
DNMT3B and DNMT3A results in a more severe block in myeloid/lymphoid differentiation and an
enhanced HSC self-renewal similar to that observed in DNMT3A-null HSCs [45] Together, these
data suggest a crucial role of de novo methyltransferases, particularly DNMT3A, in determining
HSC differentiation and self-renewal, their expression being required to allow HSC to differentiate
into the myeloid/lymphoid lineage.
Hematopoiesis was also evaluated in mice heterozygous for a constitutive Dnmt3a null
mutation. With no other manipulations, Dnmt3a+/– mice developed myeloid skewing over time
and their HSCs exhibited a long-term competitive transplantation advantage. Furthermore,
Dnmt3a+/– mice also spontaneously developed transplantable myeloid malignancies after a long
latent period [46].
Interestingly, in a different mouse model bearing a defective DNMT3a gene under control of
the immunoglobulin heavy chain enhancer (Eμ-DNMT3a-/-), DNMT3A inactivation occurred in
both embryonic and adult stem and progenitor hematopoietic cells. Moreover, mice did not
develop a myeloid disease but, in contrast, a lymphoproliferative disease resembling CLL or a
peripheral T cell lymphoma phenotype [47].
DNA hydroxymethylation enzymes also play important roles in HSC differentiation. In
transgenic TET1 knockout mice, HSC analysis showed global loss of 5-hmCyt with greater losses in
5-hmCyt occurring in gene bodies (exons and introns), important gains in 5-mCyt at promoters,
and increased self-renewal potential [48]. TET1-deficient mice further developed a
lymphoproliferative disease at an advanced age (approximately 2 years), with a mature germinal
center (GC) B cell phenotype [48]. In Tet2-deficient mice, an altered cell differentiation skewed
toward monocytic/granulocytic lineages was observed and Tet2-knockout mice develop chronic
myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML), MDS and AML with increased proliferation of the HSC
compartment [49]. It is important to note that the B cell-specific Tet2-knockout (CD19-TET2-/-), on
the other hand, leads to abnormalities in the B1 cell subset and a development of B cell
malignancies showing similarities to human CLL, including CD5 expression and sensitivity to
ibrutinib-mediated B cell receptor (BCR) signaling inhibition [50]. Interestingly, the combined loss
of Tet1/Tet2 in HSC is associated with the development of lethal B cell neoplasms, while the dual
loss of Tet2/Tet3 results in aggressive myeloid leukemia with an almost complete loss of 5-hmCyt
[51, 52].
Heterozygous mutations in the catalytic arginine residues of isocitrate dehydrogenases 1 and 2
(IDH1 and IDH2) are common in MDS and LAM and the mutant enzymes acquire a neomorphic
activity by converting the TET substrate α-ketoglutarate (α-KG) to D-2-hydroxyglutarate (2-HG).
The IDH1-R132H knock-in mice shared similar phenotypes with the Tet2 knockout mice, including
global 5-hmCyt reduction, altered DNA methylation, impaired hematopoietic differentiation,
myeloid skewing and the development of myeloid disorders [53].The IDH2-R140Q transgenic mice
showed normal HSC numbers and lineage differentiation, but exhibited increased extramedullary
hematopoiesis and, when combined with HoxA9/Meis1 or FLT3 mutations in hematopoietic cells,
produced acute leukemia [54].
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4. Alterations within Epigenetic Regulators in MDS/AML and CLL
4.1. DNMT1
DNMT1 is significantly overexpressed in AML [55, 56]. However, mutations of DNMT1 are rarely
observed in contrast to the frequent appearance of DNMT3A mutations in AML and MDS [57, 58]
(Table 1). DNMT1 forms complexes with important transcription factors with established roles in
AML, highlighting a possible pathoepigenetic interconnection in the disease biology. For example,
recent studies suggest that DNMT1 transcription is modulated by the Sp1 transcription factor [59].
The regulatory functions of Sp1 are mediated through its physical interaction with other
transcription factors, such as those of the NF-κB family that are constitutively activated in AML [59,
60]. Such interactions were shown to lead to increased DNMT1 expression and consequently, gene
silencing both in vivo and in vitro [59]. RUNX1, which is mutated in 20% of AML and MDS cases, is
a weak transcription activator although, its transcriptional potential is enhanced by acting in
synergy with lineage specific transcription factors. DNMT1 inhibition in RUNX1 AML restores
terminal differentiation through the switch of the RUNX1-Pu.1 coactivator/corepressor activity
complex via the interaction of Pu.1 with DNMT1 [61]. Minimally decreased expression of Pu.1 in
mice may induce a pre-leukemic state with dysplastic features and initiate AML [62].
An important feature of AML is the existence of characteristic fusion genes, which might confer
a worse (mixed lineage leukemia (MLL)-TET1/LCX fusions) or better (PML-RARα) prognosis. The
PML-RARα onco-fusion induces hypermethylation by recruiting DNMT1 and DNMT3A in target
promoters, such as RARb2, and is also required for the normal localization of DNMT1, which is
otherwise dispersed in the nucleus [63]. Similarly, through its physical association with DNMT1,
the AML-ETO fusion binds and hypermethylates AML target gene promoters [64]. DNMT1 is
indirectly regulated via the miR-29b-Sp1 complex, which binds physically to the DNMT1 promoter
to positively regulate its expression. Hence, there is a miR-29b-Sp1-DNMT1 axis in AML that is
deregulated beginning with the underexpression of miR-29b. Forced miR-29b expression leads to
restored expression of DNMT1 and its target genes p15 and ESR1, inducing partial differentiation
of blast cells [65, 66].
However, the role of the miR-29 family in epigenetic regulation is much more complex, because
not only DNMT3A, DNMT3B, but also TET1 and thymine DNA glycosidase (TDG) are direct targets
of miR-29. Furthermore, miR-29 overexpression has been shown to upregulate the global DNA
methylation level in some cancer cells and downregulate DNA methylation in others [67, 68].
In comparisons of DNMT1 expression in CLL with normal CD19+ B cells and memory B cells, no
differences were observed [12, 69]. In addition, we have previously published data demonstrating
an absence of significant differences between the IGHV-UM and IGHV-M CLLs and stable
expression of DNMT1 during disease progression, which further supports a minor role for DNMT1
in disease progression [12].
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Table 1 Epigenetic regulators in myelodisplastic syndromes (MDS), acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).
Functions Genes

MDS
(mutation
frequency %)

Effect of mutations
on transcription
(gain/loss of
function)
NR

AML
(mutation
frequency %)

Effect of mutations on
transcription
(gain/loss of function)

CLL (mutation
frequency %)

Rare [58]

NR

NR

Effect of mutations
on transcription
(gain/loss of
function)
NR

DNMT1
DNA
methylati DNMT3A
on

4.7 [70]
7.9 [71]

activation (loss of
function)

22.1 [72]

activation (loss of
function)

NR

NR

TET1

NR

NR

rare [73]

NR

2.8 [74]

NR

TET2

18.3 [75]

NR (loss of
function)

12 [73]

ND (loss of function)

2.3 [74]

NR

NR

NR

rare [73]

NR

3.2 [74]

NR

2.8 [70]

NR (gain of
function)

8.9 [76]

NR (gain of function)

2.3 [74]

NR

0.9 [70]

NR (gain of
function)

10.4 [77]

NR (gain of function)

0.9 [74]

NR

DNA
TET3
hydroxy
methylati
IDH1
on
IDH2

DNMT, DNA methyltransferase; TET, ten-eleven translocation; IDH, isocytrate dehydrogenase; NR, not reported.
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4.2. DNMT3A
DNMT3A can be mutated in both MDS and AML. DNMT3A mutations, which occur in less than
10% of MDS cases and 12%–35% of AML, are most commonly heterozygous. DNMT3A R882(C/H)
represents the most frequent mutation and is associated with poorer survival [65, 78, 79].
DNMT3A R882H mutants show both decreased methyltransferase activity and dominant negative
functions as its overexpression results in hypomethylation [80, 81]. Therefore, a partial, rather
than complete inactivation of DNMT3A is likely more relevant in the pathogenesis of AML/MDS.
Although they occur less frequently in MDS, DNMT3A mutations may represent a risk factor for
progression to AML [82]. Furthermore, several studies have provided evidence that DNMT3A
mutations represent early events in leukemogenesis, and may also be present in T lymphocytes
derived from AML patients. This observation shows that DNMT3A mutations are harbored within
founding clones that retain the capacity to give rise to both myeloid and lymphoid lineages [83-85];
DNMT3A mutations are also thought to occur early in MDS [78].
However, acquired DNMT3A mutations are highly prevalent in age-associated clonal
hematopoiesis in normal individuals with low or no biological impact and an, as yet, undefined
oncogenic risk [86]. This suggests that mutations in epigenetic modifiers, such as DNMT3A, are
permissive for leukemogenesis but not sufficient to initiate transformation alone.
The effect of DNMT3A mutations on DNA methylation in AML is controversial, possibly due to
the different technical platforms used by various investigators. By using liquid chromatography
tandem mass spectrometry or ELISA-based DNA methylation measurements to identify global
changes in 5-mCyt, no statistical difference was detected in bulk 5-mCyt [72, 87]. However, by
using HM-450K BeadChip arrays and separating DNMT3A wild-type, DNMT3A R882-mutant, and
DNMT3A non-R882-mutant AMLs, the R882 mutant AMLs were found to have lower mean
methylation values than were detected in both the non-R882 and DNMT3A wild-type patients [81].
Hypomethylation is rather more focal than global and mainly localized in CpG islands and shores.
In CLL, several studies, including our own recently published report, have shown DNMT3A
downregulation during disease progression, compared to normal CD19+ B cells or memory B cells
[12, 69, 88]. Indeed, DNMT3A transcript levels decrease in CLL patients who progress from the
indolent Binet A stage to the more aggressive Binet B/C stages [12]. On the other hand, in patients
with stable disease (Binet A) for more than 5 years, there was no significant difference in the
DNMT3A levels between the two time points [12]. Thus, it is unsurprising that low DNMT3A levels
are associated with negative prognostic impact cytogenetic anomalies, such as 17p deletion,
trisomy 12 or a complex karyotype and with a shorter treatment-free survival (TFS) [12, 89]. Our
group also evaluated the association of DNMT3A downregulation in the progressive CLL disease
group with changes in 5-mCyt levels by using the base resolution sequencing technique, RRBS,
which revealed a significant decrease in DNA 5-mCyt in all regions of the genome (unpublished
data). These findings support the view that loss in DNMT3A activity represents a driver for
MDS/AML progression, and a risk factor for disease activity in CLL as reported previously in the
DNMT3a+/- and Eμ-DNMT3a-/- mice, respectively.
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4.3. TET1
TET1 was first identified as a fusion partner, TET1/LCX, of the MLL gene in AML carrying
t(10,11)(q22;q23). Furthermore, TET1 represents a direct target of MLL-fusion proteins, such as
HOXA9, MEIS1, and PBX3, and is significantly upregulated in MLL-rearranged leukemia, leading to
a global increase in 5-hmCyt levels [90]. In normal cytogenetic AML, TET1 overexpression is
associated with poor survival [91].
In CLL, somatic mutations in the TET1 gene represent rare events (2.8%) and CLL B cells have
similar transcriptional levels of TET1 to those observed in control memory B cells [12, 74].
However, low levels of TET1 are associated with shorter TFS [12].
4.4. TET2
TET2 is mutated in approximately 12%–20% of AMLs, 23%–35% of MDS and 50% of CMML [92,
93]. These loss-of-function mutations are diverse and impair TET2 activity [93, 94]. In primary MDS
and AML patients harboring TET2 mutations, significantly reduced global 5-hmCyt levels have
been revealed [87, 95].
However, TET2 mutations, like those present in DNMT3A, are frequent in age-associated clonal
hematopoiesis in normal individuals with low or no biological impact, which shows these
mutations are not sufficient to initiate leukemogenesis alone [86].
In CLL, only 3.2% of patients present somatic mutations in TET2. In the early stage of the
disease TET2 transcript levels in CLL are similar to those of control memory B cells, while
important variations in TET2 levels are reported between CLL patients [12, 73]. In these two
reports, a reduction in TET2 is associated with a lower median TFS, supporting an unexpected role
for TET2 as an oncogenic repressor.
4.5. Isocitrate Dehydrogenase-1 (IDH1) and -2 (IDH2)
The isocitrate dehydrogenase-1 (IDH1) and -2 (IDH2) genes encode NADP+ dependent enzymes
that convert isocitrate to -KT in the Krebs cycle. IDH1 functions in the cytoplasm whereas IDH2 is
localized to the mitochondria. Mutations in the genes encoding IDH1 and IDH2 tend not to occur
together in the same clone and have been described in 15%–30% of AMLs [96]. Mutations result in
a new enzymatic function resulting in the aberrantly accelerated conversion of -KG to 2-HG [97].
The accumulation of the metabolite 2-HG has been shown to be responsible for the inhibition of
TET2 function, thus ultimately inhibiting hydroxymethylation of DNA. Mutations in IDH1/2 and
TET2 mutations are mutually exclusive in AML and, as expected, patients show similar DNA
methylation profiles [98]. While the prognostic impact of IDH mutations in AML is controversial
and remains unclear, clinical trials using inhibitors that are relatively specific for IDH1 and IDH2 are
ongoing [99-101].
In CLL, IDH1/2 mutations are extremely rare (0.9%) and decreased expression of IDH2 in
addition to IDH1 overexpression were revealed in CLL B cells compared to the levels detected in
normal CD19+ B cells [74].
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5. Conclusions
Advances in gene expression profiling and the development of new and improved highthroughput techniques for exploring methylation and hydroxymethylation of DNA have provided a
more accurate and detailed understanding of the genetic and epigenetic basis for the
development of hematopoietic diseases. Since their discovery, many important advances have
also been made in our mechanistic understanding of the enzymes implicated in DNA methylation
and demethylation processes.
However, although these enzymatic processes have been thoroughly characterized and highresolution co-crystal structures of human DNMTs and TETs and their substrates have provided
structural insights into their activities, several fundamental aspects of these processes and their
implications in hematologic myeloid and lymphoid malignancies remain to be fully elucidated. First,
concurrent recruitment of auxiliary factors by DNMT and TET proteins to genomic target sites is
far from clear at the moment. Although several interactions have been demonstrated, studying
these interactions in association with specific oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes implicated in
hematologic malignancies could provide important information concerning their roles in these
pathologies.
Second, the mechanisms that govern recruitment and localization of DNMTs and TETs to DNA
are not fully understood. Addressing these questions will be an important part of future
investigations.
We chose to discuss epigenetic modifications from two perspectives – the myeloid lineage
pathologies, MDS/AML, in which epigenetic regulators are dysregulated because they present
somatic mutations, and the lymphoid lineage pathology, CLL, in which epigenetic regulators are
rarely mutated, but are highly dysregulated (Figure 3). With regard to MDS/AML, epigenetic
dysregulation is an early event in the development of HSC. In CLL, on the other hand, there is a
step-wise process of leukemogenesis and disease progression, and epigenetic regulators and
methylation have an important dynamic correlation with disease progression and prognosis.
Irrespective of the underlying molecular events, DNMT3A and TET2 in particular are
dysregulated in MDS/AML and CLL, leading to altered DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation
pattern. Advances in gene expression profiling and the development of new and improved highthroughput techniques for exploring methylation and hydroxymethylation of DNA have provided a
more accurate and detailed understanding of the genetic and epigenetic basis for the
development of hematopoietic diseases. Since their discovery, many important advances have
also been made in our mechanistic understanding of the enzymes implicated in DNA methylation
and demethylation processes.
However, although these enzymatic processes have been thoroughly characterized and highresolution co-crystal structures of human DNMTs and TETs and their substrates have provided
structural insights into their activities, several fundamental aspects of these processes and their
implications in hematologic myeloid and lymphoid malignancies remain to be fully elucidated. First,
concurrent recruitment of auxiliary factors by DNMT and TET proteins to genomic target sites is
far from clear at the moment. Although several interactions have been demonstrated, studying
these interactions in association with specific oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes implicated in
hematologic malignancies could provide important information concerning their roles in these
pathologies.
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Second, the mechanisms that govern recruitment and localization of DNMTs and TETs to DNA
are not fully understood. Addressing these questions will be an important part of future
investigations.
We chose to discuss epigenetic modifications from two perspectives – the myeloid lineage
pathologies, MDS/AML, in which epigenetic regulators are dysregulated because they present
somatic mutations, and the lymphoid lineage pathology, CLL, in which epigenetic regulators are
rarely mutated, but are highly dysregulated (Figure 3). With regard to MDS/AML, epigenetic
dysregulation is an early event in the development of HSC. In CLL, on the other hand, there is a
step-wise process of leukemogenesis and disease progression, and epigenetic regulators and
methylation have an important dynamic correlation with disease progression and prognosis.
Irrespective of the underlying molecular events, DNMT3A and TET2 in particular are
dysregulated in MDS/AML and CLL, leading to altered DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation
patterns that confer a competitive advantage to the myeloid or lymphoid lineage and an
imbalance between self-renewal and differentiation. A better understanding of their localization
and their co-recruitment of other proteins at specific DNA target sites could provide us with the
possibility to modulate hematopoiesis, restore the initial balance, and control disease
progressions that confer a competitive advantage to the myeloid or lymphoid lineage and an
imbalance between self-renewal and differentiation. A better understanding of their localization
and their co-recruitment of other proteins at specific DNA target sites could provide us with the
possibility to modulate hematopoiesis, restore the initial balance, and control disease progression.

Figure 3 Epigenetic dysregulation in myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)/acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) and in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).
(Note: In MDS and AML, epigenetic dysregulation is an early event caused by somatic
mutations in hematopoietic stem cells, which generate a loss of function at the protein
level and a poor prognosis. In CLL, epigenetic regulators are rarely mutated, but highly
dysregulated, with their expression diminishing in association with disease
progression.)
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